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About This Game

Welcome to CitiesCorp Concept!

Inspired by all the cool city building simulations, CitiesCorp Concept is an indie-game for all the passionate majors that love to
see new ideas and visions turn into reality.

CitiesCorp Concept proudly represents the meaning of what can be different in a city building simulation – scale and shape your
buildings, decide the textures, set own production lines or even decide which traffic signs have to be deployed – in other words,

do what you probably have missed in other city building games for many years.

CitiesCorp Concept is just the beginning – Your interest & support will help to push innovation in the city simulation genre to
its edges, because I love to build cities as well.
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Before starting to play/buying it, don't forget to check the tutorials on Youtube/SaintWorks-Channel - the game has no
ingame hints or tutorials!!!

Why "Concept" Game?

The main idea behind this "Concept" is to have a flexible platform in place that will support further development
which will depend on the interest of players, inspiration and of course my ability to afford it (but hey, even in worst case, hobby

mode is still available :-).

Even the game contains plenty of innovative ideas, I believe that there are a lot of interesting features that could be implemented
within a feasible time and could be made available to everybody. However, the project's target is not to replicate functions
from other games, but coming up with own ideas. That's also why some well known functions have not been implemented - I

simply did not have a better idea how to make it differently :-).

It's not Early Access, because, with some minor exceptions related to fine tuning and bugs, the game is already fully playable as
it is.

Please check also the game requirements - optimization of the game was not the top priority (with that, I would have to sacrifice
some features).

Storyline

CitiesCorp means that a corporation is taking over the responsibility – so in fact, there are no majors, just CEOs. Your
corporation takes care about housing, jobs, products and its own profits. In return, there are no taxes – neither to the corporation

nor to the population.

What Is In? What Can Be Played Today?

- Map That Is Equivalent to 10km X 10km,
- Scale Buildings,
- Shape Buildings,

- Numerous In-game Building Textures,
- Creating building complexes through a simple and effective overlapping system,

- Multiple building functionalities (e.g. appartments, offices, shops, factories in one building),
- Challenging economy with hundreds of products to be produced and sold,

- Flexible street building system,
- Street signs and lightning for coping with traffic jams.

What Is Not In (yet)?

- Mainly things that can be already played in other similar games - in case there will be a great idea to do it "differently", it will
be implemented

  - Public buildings, e.g. police, schools, hospitals etc.
  - Landscapes - at the moment it is just a flat land,

  - Public transport, e.g. trains, busses etc.,
  - Curvy roads,

  - Tax system – and do not even ask for it.
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Cool concept and is fun once you master the controls, it's also fairly challenging so for all of those out there that wanted to run
around beating and gunning down enemies at will with powerful stomps kicks and jetting around while being "kawaii" this is for
you! I expect to pump plenty more hours into this game and am pleased to have found it.. Every time you fail, you lose a bit of
your IQ until you come back and finish the level.
This is pretty much the Dark Souls of purple hair.. The greatest and most addictive game in the WORLD.. I really enjoyed this
game. I couldn't help but progress a little bit slowly because it made me miss my grandparents quite a bit - but the best visual
novels are the ones that make you really feel something, I think.

The story was really lovely and fun, and it's always nice to see a story revolve so much about family bonds rather than focus on
romance or potential romance.

As always, thank you for such a lovely story, Ebi-hime!. Very nice game, i've been waiting for this game to release on pc!!.
Want to be president of the US ? Don't waste time on clicker games.. Encountered only a few crashes for total gaming hours,
still acceptable but it drove me crazy when it crashed during the boss fight in the forth realm after I collected all neccessary
items. Other than that, I must said that I really enjoyed the game. Distinct point of this game: Interesting characters and humor
conversations. Feeling LOL when Vivian get mad.
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Please dont do this to yourself.. Kill their men.
Sleep with their women.
This is the way of the doomslayer... THE DOOMSLAYER OF PUSS *airhorn dubstep*. It is so great. everyone needs to play
this. i super recomend playing it.. This game was tons of fun! To start out I never played the original so I had no idea what to
expect but it looked awesome so I grabbed it. I noticed a few frame drops while playing but nothing huge. We did hit a bug that
wouldnt let us start our event but after making a new session things went fine. The gameplay is fast pace and very fun. Not to
mention so many cars!!! I have to say I will for sure be playing this one again and for the low price id recommend this game! :)

Check out my video to see some gameplay:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EMw8SxVBEds. game is excellent. but this downloaded version sucks. it was stuck on open
page 100 times larger than screen and did not play. Unplayable due to one jumping bug that wont get fixed since this game is 12
years old. what a shame
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